
Monday 22nd February 

English 



What do you think the book will be 
about? Why?
What do you like? 
What does the title mean? 
Who are the characters on the cover? 



In this story.... 

Wesley enjoys creating things but he doesn't have many friends

School is over for the summer so he decides to use what
he has learnt over the year to create something special. 

Wesley's creation brings lots of people together. 



Who are these characters? 
Who are they talking about? 
What words show us how they are 
feeling? What's the effect of this? 



What are your first impressions 
of Wesley?
What about his parents? 



What does 'more exciting forms of 
shelter' mean? 
'Plenty of tormentors'? 



Fleeing them was the only sport he was good at.



What does civilization mean? 

What is his father actually thinking here? 
How do you know? 



Think back to the title of the book. Does it 
make more sense now? 

What do you predict will happen next? 



What do you picture when you read 
this? 
What's happening?





Show me how you think the 
neighbour would have said this... Step 
into his shoes. 

What does bedlam mean do you think? Why? 









What does 'entrancing' mean? 



What does aromatic mean? 
What word of the day does that remind you of? 



What's he doing here? 
Think back to the cover of the book... 



myriad: countless, endless. 

What does myriad mean? 



Why did he do it grudgingly? 

Find a synonym for 'aroma'. 



How has Wesley changed since 
the start of the book? 







Why did Wesley decide 
to involve more 
children in his games? 



Does this remind you of anything? 





What did Wesley do in the 
evenings? 





How would you feel if you 
were Wesley? 
Why? 









What is Wesley doing here? 







What did you like? Dislike?
What characters did you like the most? 
Prediction:
What was Wesley's life like before he created Weslandia?
What do you think his life will be like now?
Imagining: 
What do you think his parents think now?  

Challenging
I don't think... is right because...
I would like to challenge this 
because...
I disagree with... 
My own view is different
because...


